A big part of the Tiny House on Wheels experience is building the thing all by yourself or maybe doing it with a few friends. We get it! Building one of these is something special ... but it’s not so easy to do and it’s really a problem if you are thinking about doing it from the ground up. Fortunately, you don’t have to. ThinHaus offers you the chance to start with our world class trailer, A2410 plans and ALLSteel shell.

All you have to do is finish it. Of course, this is a very tall order because it means sheathing, roofing, electrical, plumbing and a ton of other things ... but it could save you some money and certainly gives you the chance to do it your way and that’s really pretty great!

**SORT OF LIKE A PAR-BAKED THINHAUS**
It’s a real Original ThinHaus Model A2410. It’s NOAH certified for trailer and frame and then we stop and hand it over to you along with a complete set of plans. What you do from here is all up to you ... but the sky’s the limit. Our cost for a complete ThinHaus trailer+plans+shell is $49,975USD.

Because it’s a ThinHaus and because it’s all steel, even without the sheathing, it’s road worthy and ready to go. We’ll bring it to you for $2USD/mile (last mile excluded) or you can come get it from our build center in Arizona. Taxes, title and permits are extra.